
With its mix-and-match necklines and 
hem lengths, the versatile Nomi Dress 

from Sew Over It is a wardrobe essential

the nomi dress

PSST :Turn the page for fabric and 

styling inspiration. Share your 

Nomi Dress with us using 
#SimplySewingMag.



the nomi dress
 

the nomi dress
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FABRIC INSPIRATION

Hazel Animal Speckle modal  
jersey, backstitch.co.uk 

Rib cotton jersey in spruce, 
sewmesunshine.com 

Cinnamon Allure single knit 
fabric, lamazifabrics.com 

Jacquard leopard print jersey 
in khaki, higgsandhiggs.com 

Rust animal sweatshirting,  
likesewamazing.com 

Stray Lines 'Saja' stretch  
jersey, mindthemaker.com 

2 NECKLINE DESIGNS
Choose from a simple crew 
neck or a twisted  bodice for 
a more glamorour look.

Step out in style with 
these sassy ankle boots, 
£150, dunelondon.com

Dress it up with a bracelet, 
£22 and earrings, £19.95, 

oliverbonas.com

Our favourite accessories to 
complement the Nomi dress

cosy chic

Make the versatile Nomi Dress your own 
with easy-to-wear jersey and French terry 

fabrics in bold prints and subtle solids

A good stretch

wear it withMini leopard print 
jersey in Coral, 

Wild Roses French 

terry in duck green, 

seeyouatsix.be

backstitch.co.uk
Who says we can't be comfortable and chic at 

the same time? The Nomi Dress, designed 
by Sew Over It (sewoverit.com), is the 

ultimate in knit dresses, keeping you cosy by day 
and sophisticated by night! Choose from a crew 
neck or the twisted bodice option, and customise 
the length too – from a simple gathered skirt, to 
a midi or maxi dress with extra tiers of fabric.

YOU WILL NEED
Dresses A & B 115cm wide fabric*
■��Sizes 6-10: 3.5mx115cm 
■��Sizes 12-14: 3.7mx115cm
■��Size 16: 4.3mx115cm
Dress A & B 140cm wide fabric*
■��Sizes 6-8: 3mx140cm 
■��Size 10: 3.1mx140cm
■��Sizes 12-16: 3.7mx140cm
■��Sizes 18-20: 3.8mx140cm
■��Sizes 18-24 (18-30 range): 4.2mx140xm
■��Sizes 26-30: 4.4mx140cm
Dresses A & B
■��Elastic: 1.5m x 6mm-10mm wide
■��Ribbon: 30cm of ribbon
■��Clear elastic to stabilise the shoulders
■��Basic sewing kit

NOTES
■��Seam allowance is 1.5cm unless stated.
■��*Fabric requirements given are for the maxi 

length skirt. For the midi tier, subtract 0.6m from 
the requirements. For the non-tiered skirt, 
subtract 1.1m.

■���Finished skirt lengths 
Gathered skirt length: 51cm 
Midi-tiered skirt length: 79.5cm 
Maxi-tiered skirt length: 101.5cm

RECOMMENDED FABRICS 
■��Light to medium weight knits such as viscose  

or bamboo jersey, French terry, or lightweight 
cotton jersey.

3 HEM LENGTHS
Make a simple gathered 
skirt or add tiers to sew 

a midi or maxi length.

Turn to page 24 for our detailed 

guide to working with jersey fabrics

Classic white sneakers  
are a great daytime vibe,  
£40, cottontraders.com

 Wrap up warm with  
 this textured coral knit,   
 £25.99, newlook.com

 An aviator jacket for  
 a laidback look, £59,  
 tesco.com/clothing

A colourblock beanie  
to keep the chills out,  
£22.50, fatface.com

Complete your look with 
a crossbody bag, £12.50, 
direct.asda.com/george


